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The Old Economy Strikes Back. Brookside Energy (BRK)
commissioned its 1st operated O&G well in Oklahoma in its SWISH Area
Of Interest in Sep 2021, at the right time to capitalize on the rising O&G
prices. Over the past 2 months, O&G prices surged 22.2% & 44.4%
respectively uplifting many US O&G companies’ share price with an
average gain of 45%. However, BRK’s share price slid 11.1% over the
same period essentially creating a gap. We believe the market has
overlooked BRK joining the ranks of a producer which created this nearterm 63% upside opportunity as the gap closes.
What’s the Spark?
Riding the wave of rising O&G prices. O&G prices have climbed significantly in 2021,
gaining 64% to US$78/bbl & 130% to US$5.90/MMBtu in the US (5x or more in EU and
Asia) driven by a reduced supply and a faster than expected rise in demand. As the
world emerged from the COVID-19 lockdown, ramping up of supply to meet demand
has seen hiccups from the likes of Hurricane Ida and the evolving COVID-19 strains.
This has caused O&G inventories to reach the level of depletion and risk of a blackout
in many countries including China and the UK to the extent that government has to tap
into their national oil reserves to ease the situation. The tight O&G supply is expected
to persist in 4Q2021 with analysts expecting prices to hit US$100/bbl & above
US$/8MMbtu in the 4th quarter.
Strong pipeline of wells to be commissioned over the next 5 years. BRK is on a 5year, 20+ well drilling program which aims to commission about 1 well per quarter over
the next 5 years. This program targets the conservative prospective 11.6M BOE
reserves within its 3 drilling spacing units (DSUs) in the Anadarko Basin in the USA.
The Jewell Well was the 1st well commissioned under the program in Sep 2021 and the
company is already advancing on drilling for its 2nd well.
Beating estimates for a potential earnings surprise in FY2021. The Jewell Well has
recorded initial production rates of 1,727 BOEPD, with 82% being liquids, and still
climbing. This has exceeded its high side estimate of 1,500 BOEPD. Liquids production
includes oil (US$78/BOE) and natural gas liquids (US$54/BOE) which fetch a higher
price than gas (US$34/BOE), with BRK placed to fully capitalize on the increased pricing
environment due to it being unhedged. Coupled with today’s higher O&G prices as
compared to June 2021, we can now expect a much faster payback and a higher rate
of return (ROR) on Jewell Well than its estimated 14 months and 82% ROR.
Potential 184% upside to a compelling NPV8 of A$288.9M. We derived our NPV8 of
US$210.1M (A$288.9M) or some 2.84x its current diluted market capitalization of
A$101.7M based solely on the 5-year, 20+ well program with the assumption that the
remaining 20 wells perform similar to the Jewell Well estimate. We believe this will
normalize the potential outperforming and underperforming wells in the future.
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Company Overview
Brookside Energy (“BRK”) is an oil and gas (O&G) producer with
a focus on expanding and developing its O&G assets in the
Anadarko Basin in Oklahoma. The Company operates on 3
pillars:
1) Operated Drilling where it develops and operates producing
wells within the Anadarko Basin through its controlled
subsidiary, Black Mesa Energy. BRK’s priority is to develop
its “core of the core” acreage position in the SWISH area of
interest (AOI) located in the Sycamore-Woodford trend in the
southern SCOOP Play of Anadarko Basin. The Company’s
mid-term strategy is to tap into its conservative 11.6M net
barrels of oil equivalent (BOE) resource (best estimate,
unrisked) through a 5-year, 20+ well development drilling
program across its 3 drilling spacing units (DSUs) – Jewell,
Flames, and Rangers.

BRK’s 3 pillars of operations

Acreage held as of 31 June 2021

2) Producing Property Acquisitions through the Orion Project
Joint Venture with Stonehorse Energy (ASX:SHE).
3) Land and Leasing or the “Real Estate Development” strategy
where the Company acquires prospective acreages within
the Anadarko Basin, adds value through consolidating
leases and proving O&G reserves, and reselling it at a higher
value or retains a working interest in them.

Table 1: Producing Property portfolio as of 30 June 2021

Note: Working interest percentages may change subject to the issue of final
pooling orders.
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USA O&G basins

Business Overview
5-year, 20+ well development drilling program
The Anadarko Basin is one of the few “super basins” in the world
and a major contributor to US O&G production for over 60 years.
The basin stretches over 50,000 square miles from the western
part of Oklahoma into Colorado and Kansas with huge
undiscovered resources estimated at 16 billion barrels of oil,
above 200 trillion cubic feet of natural gas , and thousands of
horizontal wells yet to be drilled.
The 2 popular O&G plays within the Anadarko Basin in the recent
decade are the STACK - Sooner Trend (oil field), Anadarko
Basin (basin), Canadian and Kingfisher (counties) - and SCOOP
(South Central Oklahoma Oil Province) Plays. The increased
level of activity in the STACK and SCOOP plays are fuelled by
the better economics through i) ~70% higher initial production
rate from horizontal drilling and completion techniques, ii) low
water/oil ratio of less than 3, and iii) the naturally formed rich
source rock containing a significant amount of hydrocarbons
(Woodford Shale) and the Mississippian rock (Sycamore)
formation above it. Tier-1 operators in this area include
Continental Resources (NYSE:CLR | MCap 14.7B), Devon
Energy Corp (NYSE:DVN | MCap 19.6B), Marathon Oil
Corporation (NYSE:MRO | MCap 9.5B), and more.
In November 2020, BRK announced a Prospective Resource of
11,606,000 net BOE (3.8M Bbl + 46.6M Mcf) from its 3 DSUs –
Jewell, Rangers, and Flames – within the SWISH AOI which
kickstarted its 5-year, 20+ well program. Jewell 13-12-SXH1
(Jewell Well) from the Jewell DSU is the 1st well to be
commissioned and started production, on 14 Sep 2021, under
the program. Jewell well is developed through a farm-out
agreement (up to 50% available working interest) with
Stonehorse Energy (ASX:SHE). The well is modelled to have an
initial production rate of about 1,300 BOEPD and 1st-year
production of 324Mboe which is conservative when compared to
its nearby wells – Flash (1,978 BOEPD, 500Mboe in 15months)
and Courbet (1,621 BOEPD, 340Mboe in 12 months).

STACK and SCOOP Play

BRK’s 3 DSUs with its nearby wells

On 13 Oct 2021, BRK announced Jewell Well flow rates of 1,727
BOEPD, exceeding both its base case estimation of 1,300
BOEPD and high side estimate of 1,500 BOEPD, and still rising.
Liquids production includes oil (US$78/BOE) and natural gas
liquids (US$54/BOE), which fetch a higher price than gas
(US$34/BOE), recorded 1,413 barrels per day or 82% of
production which also surpasses a key milestone and the
previous estimate of 62%.
The Company is advancing on drilling its 2nd well in the Ranger
DSU with a drilling rig (Kenai Rig 18) and contractor (Kenai
Drilling) secured early September 2021. BRK is on track to
construct and complete, on average, 1 well per quarter over the
next 5 years.
Note: Flash well and Courbet well are owned by BRK but for reference
purposes.
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Orion Project JV
In June 2020, BRK set up a joint venture (Orion Project) with
Stonehorse Energy (ASX:SHE) with the aim to acquire
producing, cash flow generative, O&G assets within the
Anadarko basin and unlock additional value through low-cost,
low-risk workovers. This initiative was spurred by BRK’s
contrarian view on the speculative crash in O&G prices to a 10year low (about US$26/barrel of oil and about US$1.50/MMBtu
of natural gas) which played out well as O&G prices climb in
2021 (US$78/bbl and US$5.90/MMBtu). Within 6 months, 3
acquisitions were made through Orion Project with workover
completed and production rates increasing by 5x – 8x.

The 11 wells in STACK Play acquired by BRK

Non-Operated Assets
During 1Q2021, BRK acquired 100% of the available working
interest in 11 of its 37 wells and their associated proved
developed producing (PDP) reserves for a consideration of
about US$2M, all paid in shares, or about US$8.30/BOE, almost
a 90% discount to current oil prices. Following the completion of
the acquisition in April 2021, BRK net daily production increased
to about 110 BOEPD.
Real Estate Development strategy
BRK acquires non-developed prospective acreage in the
Anadarko Basin and adds value to it by consolidating leases and
proving up O&G reserves. The Company then either chose to
sell the revalued acreage or maintain a producing interest. In
May 2018, BRK sold a parcel of its acreage at US$28.6K/acre,
a 10.4x increase to its average purchased price in less than 2
years. A 2nd transaction was done in July 2018 with a sale price
of US$15.3K/acre or a 68% return over 2.5 years.
As of July 2021, the Company has net working interests in 3,400
acres and 37 wells within the SCOOP and STACK Plays of
Anadarko Basin seen in table 1 of page 2.
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Investment Thesis

WTI and US Natural Gas price chart (YTD)

Rising oil & gas prices on supply woes. The fall in O&G
demand and prices (real and anticipated) in 2020 has resulted
in a fall in global production levels and new investment. As the
transportation sector progressively recovers in 2021, oil
supply remains at a deficit to keep prices high while CAPEX
has yet to revert to pre-COVID-19 levels. The recent hurricane
Ida that struck the US Gulf Coast further crippled oil supplies
as about 94% (1.7 million BOPD) of its oil production are
affected and about 30% are struggling to get back online. The
US Gulf is estimated to produce 1.8 million BOPD or about
16% of US oil production in 2021. Concerns over a widening
supply deficit in 4Q 2021 have driven oil prices (WTI) up about
16% to US$78/barrel and even seen China and US tapping
into national oil reserves to ease the situation. Analysts are
expecting oil prices to hit US$100/barrel in Q4 2021 and settle
in the range of US$65 – US$70 per barrel in 2022.
Natural gas has its own domestic market prices but overall
has outperformed most commodities in 2021, rising about
128% to US$5.90/MMBtu in the US and 5x or more to above
US$20/MMBtu in Europe and Asia. The spike in prices is
mainly due to a lower natural gas supply from Russia to
Europe, disruptions to US gas pipelines, a low inventory, and
an anticipated spike in demand for the upcoming winter.
Unlike oil where the bulk of it (35%) is used in the
transportation sector, natural gas is widely (>90%) used for
heating and electricity generation. Therefore, the demand for
natural gas (-2.3% YoY) is more robust compared to oil (-9.3%
YoY) during the pandemic. However, natural gas is usually
found together with oil and is more costly to transport thus, the
natural gas supply shortage is more alarming as global
production lags.

Gas

Oil

Source: Tradingview.com, 7 Oct 2021

Oil supply and demand: Depleting inventories

Source: Knoema, Sep 2021

International natural gas prices

The US government is forecasting an average natural gas
price of US$4.69/MMBtu in 2021 which means prices would
need to average at US$8.73/MMBtu for 4Q2021. This is also
in line with Goldman Sachs’ forecast of US$10/MMBtu should
there be a colder than average winter this year.
5-year, 20+ well drilling program just in time to leverage
on rising oil prices environment. The timing cannot be any
better for BRK as it commissioned its first operated well in the
SWISH AOI, the Jewell Well, in Sep 2021 and capitalised on
the high O&G prices. The Company continues to develop its
2nd well in its Ranger DSUs, aiming to commission about 1
well per quarter as part of its 5-year, 20-plus well drilling
program. Higher than estimated initial production rates
and liquids ratio from Jewell well provided a strong start to
the program and likely result in an earnings surprise for
FY2021 given current O&G prices.
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Source: The Economist, Sep 2021

Time to play catch up with O&G prices. The recent surge
in O&G prices (Oil: +22.2%, Gas: +44.4%) has seen many
other US O&G producers’ share price (avg. +45%) to follow
suit. On the other hand, BRK share price suffered a 11.1%
decline during the same period. We felt that the market has
chased larger and known names and has overlooked that
BRK is now a full-fledged O&G producer. We expect this gap
(63% upside) to close in no time once that market come to the
realisation.
The Anadarko basin is fully equipped and has many
untapped opportunities. The SCOOP and STACK Plays of
the Anadarko basin are some of the most sought after oil
drilling locations in US over the past decade with O&G
production more than doubled to a peak of 1.9M BOEPD in
September 2019. The region’s high IP rates and competitive
break-even cost (US$29 - US$43/barrel) has attracted many
tier-1 oil operators allowing BRK to leverage on the wellestablished infrastructure and skilled labour to achieve lowcost O&G production. According to the US Energy Information
Administration (EIA), the basin is still in its early stages of
development and sees potential for another few thousand
horizontal wells to be drilled.
High cash margin and short payback period from its high
IP rates and low break-even cost. Production costs (less
D&A) within Anadarko Basin are below US$10/BOE with high
IP rates, this suggests most of the value of the well will be
extracted in the first 5 years at a healthy cash margin north of
60% given the recent O&G prices. We can expect a relatively
fast payback period of about 12-14 months for each well under
the 5-year, 20+ well program assuming similar production
rates of the nearby wells, CAPEX of US$8M, and average
prices of US$70/bbl of oil (WTI) and US$5/MMBtu of gas. For
instance, Jewell Well was expecting a payback period of 14
months with a rate of return (ROR) of 82% using an estimated
1st year production of 324,000 BOE and oil prices in its midUS$60 levels. But we can expect a much faster payback and
ROR now given the higher-than-estimated IP rates and higher
O&G prices.

BRK share price vs Peers vs O&G prices

Source: Tradingview.com, 7 Oct 2021

Great news flow. BRK has been putting up announcements
almost every week updating the market on their development
progress. We believe the transparency and frequent status
updates build confidence for investors (especially those who
have no chance of visiting the site in Oklahoma) and allow us
to better access the management team by measuring the
timeline of deliverables promised by them. We can expect
news flow on Ranger DSU well drilling and planned activities
for the 3rd well in the next 6 months.
BRK’s real estate strategy allows them to capitalise on
favourable oil prices environment while managing risks
in opposite trend. BRK’s strong board of individuals with
decade(s) of experience in the resources and energy sector
provide a keen eye in identifying prospective yet undervalued
O&G reservoirs to acquire, add value, and resell at a higher
value. Their rich experience also enables them to time the
cyclical nature of the O&G industry to trade the assets. A few
examples include the 10.4x ROI on acreage purchased during
the 2016 oil crisis and the active purchases (including through
Orion Project) during 2020 when oil prices are low.
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Key Risk

Longer term outlook for fossil fuel demand

O&G prices may not be sustainable at current prices.
OPEC, the largest oil producer (cartel), is known to be able to
set oil prices by adjusting their output. Despite the rally in oil
prices in the past year, prices are at lower highs and making
lower lows since the 2008 high of US$147.27/bbl (WTI).
Lower cost of production due to technology advancement,
better economics from alternative energy, and the shift to ESG
are few reasons for oil prices to resume this longer-term
downtrend. Potential reasons for a further decline in oil prices
would be the decline in oil demand as countries work towards
their carbon neutrality goals. The rapid adoption of electric
vehicles (EV) for instance may displace 1.5M BOPD by 2025
and about 35% of current oil demand if all modes of
transportation go green. Moreover, high oil prices would
accelerate EV adoption when the cost of ownership is
considered. The potential for OPEC to increase production to
secure market share may weigh down on oil price as well.

Source: McKinsey Energy Insights Global Energy Perspective 2021, Dec
2020

Although natural gas is a cleaner source of energy than oil
and is likely to see its demand peaked a decade after oil’s, it
still faced challenges from renewable energy such as solar
and wind energy. Furthermore, natural gas prices will be kept
in check by oil and coal prices (substitution risk) as energy
producers tend to prioritize earnings, with no government
interventions. With that said, the Anadarko basin is natural
gas-rich with a gas/oil ratio (GOR) of about 15:1 which allows
BRK’s assets to stay relevant for a much longer duration.
Delays in the 5-year, 20+ well drilling program schedule
may have a negative impact on the project’s net present value
(NPV) unless O&G price further increases over the mid-term.
Funding risk. Given the CAPEX assumption of US$8M per
well and the timeline of 1 well per quarter under its 5-year, 20+
well program, BRK may need to seek another round of funding
to develop its 3rd well. A failure to secure funding on time
would lead to delays in the overall timeline and affect the
project NPV as mentioned above. However, we do note that
this risk may be mitigated through seeking a partner to codevelop the wells, similar to what they did with Jewell well.
This risk is further reduced going forward as daily production
increased with more cashflow generative wells coming online.
Additionally, this risk could be significantly reduced with the
proceeds of $18.25m from the exercise of options which are
currently in the money.
Actual vs expectations. The actual O&G recoverable and
production rates may be much lower than pre-production
estimates which will result in a longer payback period and
lower project NPV. This also applies to the acquisition of
producing assets as well as its land investment under its real
estate development strategy.

BRK runs the risk of its partners’ negligence of duty. The
company works closely with multiple partners for most of its
assets which ties their success to its partners' ability to fulfil
their duties. Any partner that fails to perform their duties
(financially or operationally) or decides to pull out of the
partnership would have a material impact on BRK’s business.
Large amount of options may put pressure on the share
price. As of 5 Oct 2021, BRK has about 1.66B, or c.50% of
its outstanding shares, of outstanding options with an exercise
price of A$0.011 and expiry of 30 Jun 2022. The exercise
price is at an attractive 54.2% discount to its current price.
Options holders may find it tempting to sell off the mother
shares and exercise their options to balance their exposure
on a single stock while taking some profits.
Political or regulatory risks are major risks for any company
especially so if operations and stakeholders are overseas.
BRK is susceptible to changes in US regulations and trade
agreements internationally. The US president, Joe Biden,
strongly supports the reduction of carbon emission and
establishing stricter targets under the Paris climate agreement
which may jeopardize leasing and well development plans in
the future.
Foreign exchange (FX) risk mainly from AUDUSD pairing
may negatively affect profits or potential future dividends
received. BRK operations and sales are denominated in USD
while the company reports in AUD as such, a stronger
AUD/USD will have a negative effect on reported earnings.
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Industry Peers
The graphs below compare a few of BRK’s US-listed peers operating within the Anadarko Basin and ASX-listed peers with
operations in the US. Most US-listed peers are large and well-established companies with operations in other basins within
USA. We noticed the average oil and gas production cost within USA ranges from US$1.06/BOE (Continental Resources’
Anadarko assets) to US$8.46/BOE (Winchester’s assets within the Permian basin) which provide an indication that BRK’s
production cost would fall within this range as well.
We prefer comparing BRK and its peers from an EV/Estimated Annual Production angle as the denominator provides partial
insights to future revenue expectations. We noticed that BRK would be in the lower half of the pack assuming a 12mth forward
annual production of 400Mboe and among the last few assuming annual production of 1MMboe. This estimated production
range of 400K to 1MMboe over the next 2 years is comfortable given the schedule of 1 well per quarter and Jewell well’s
estimated 1st year production of 324Mboe.
Among the ASX-listed peers, we find Calima Energy (ASX:CE1) and Winchester Energy (ASX:WEL) to be close competitors
with an aggressive ramp-up in production in the coming year. Calima is advancing its drilling program within Brooks and
Thorsby in Canada and guides an average production of 5Mboepd (+35% from current production) for 2022. On the other
hand, Winchester recently commissioned its White Hat 2016 well in the East Permain Basin which almost quadrupled its
production rate to 482 BOEPD. The other ASX-listed peers are either stagnant on output or still in the exploration stage. We
believe BRK has the advantage of being at the lower end of the cost curve, no debt, and has a clear pipeline of wells
to be commissioned over the next 5-years. Furthermore, BRK is unhedged at the moment allowing them to have full
exposure to the upside of the increasing O&G prices.
BRK peer comparison charts

Note: (Only the US peers) Annual production figures are the midpoint of FY2021 Guidance provided by individual companies.
*In-house estimate annual production for CY2022.
Source: Respective company’s announcement, 7 Oct 2021
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NPV model
Using BRK’s base case estimation on Jewell Well’s production curve and replicating it for another 20 wells (simple
assumption) under the 5 years 20+ wells program and over a 20-year period, we derive an NPV8 of US$210.2M (A$288.9M)
or some 2.84x the current diluted market capitalisation of A$101.7M.

Our simple NPV model assumes a well is commissioned every 3 months with CAPEX of US$8M per well, shared by working
interest holders. We also did not factor in the 32.8% higher-than-expected initial production rates of Jewell Well (1,727 BOEPD
and still climbing) announced on 13 Oct 2021 to account for possible delays in commissioning of future wells given the
uncertainty of COVID-19 and mother nature. Referencing to its nearby wells, the initial production rate could peak as high as
2,377 BOEPD (Park Place 1-21-16MXH, 10 miles northwest of Jewell Well) or 82.8% higher than the base case of 1,300
BOEPD. We believe using Jewell well’s base case estimated IP rates as a benchmark for future wells results will help to
smooth out the uncertainty of actual production as it is at the 50th percentile of the 16 nearby wells surrounding the 3 DSUs.
With that said, future IP rates above 1,300 BOEPD can be seen as further upside to our NPV while the opposite holds true.
Do note that our NPV model solely evaluates the 5-year, 20+ well program and does not consider the existing working interest
in producing property generating about 110 BOEPD and the Land and Leasing opportunities which were valued at A$22.9M
by Pitt Street Research in Dec 2020.
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Appendix
Management team and the Board
Michael Fry, Chairman
Michael Fry holds a Bachelor of Commerce degree from the University of Western Australia, is a Fellow of the Financial
Services Institute of Australasia, and is a past member of the Australian Stock Exchange. Michael has extensive corporate
and commercial experience, financial and capital market knowledge and a background in corporate treasury management.
Michael is currently non-executive chairman of Technology Metals Australia Limited (ASX:TMT) and Challenger Energy
Limited (ASX:CEL).
David Prentice, Managing Director
David Prentice has more than 25 years’ experience in commercial management and business development within the natural
resources sector, working for some of Australia’s leading resource companies. This has included high-level commercial and
operational roles with a number of publicly listed and unlisted resource companies. The last 10 years have seen David gather
extensive experience (both corporate and operational) in the US on-shore oil and gas exploration and production sector with
a particular focus on the mid-continent region.
Richard Homsany, Non-Executive Director
Richard Homsany is an experienced corporate lawyer and Certified Practising Accountant (CPA) with significant experience
in the resources and energy sectors. He was a partner of major law firm DLA Phillips Fox (now known as global law firm DLA
Piper) and sits on the board of many resource companies. This includes the Executive Chairman of Toro Energy Limited
(ASX:TOE), Executive Vice President, Australia Mega Uranium Ltd (TSX:MGA), Chairman of Redstone Resources Limited
(ASX:RDS), and Chairman of Central Iron Ore Limited (TSX-V:CIO). He is also the principal of Cardinals Lawyers and
Consultants, and Chairman of the Health Insurance Fund of Australia Ltd (HIF).
Dr. Gracjan Lambert, Executive General Manager Commercial
Gracjan Lambert has a wealth of technical and commercial experience in the global oil and gas industry, built over more than
23 years working in Europe, Asia (including the Middle East), Australia, North and South America, and Africa. He spent 10
years at Exxon Mobil (NYSE:XOM) in diverse roles including managing global held operations and leading complex
international commercial negotiations. Over the course of his career, Mr Lambert has leveraged his proven commercial track
record and technical expertise to inform profitable decision making and leadership. He holds a PhD in Exploration Geophysics
from Curtin University in Western Australia.
Katherine Garvey, Company Secretary
Katherine is a corporate lawyer with significant experience in the resources sector. Katherine advises companies on a variety
of corporate and commercial matters including capital raisings, finance, acquisitions and disposals, Corporations Act and
ASX Listing Rule compliance, corporate governance and company secretarial issues and has extensive experience drafting
and negotiating various corporate and commercial agreements. Katherine is presently Legal Counsel and Company Secretary
to Toro Energy Limited (ASX:TOE), Legal Counsel (Australia) to Central Iron Ore Ltd (TSX-V:CIO), a senior associate at
Cardinals Lawyers and Consultants, and Company Secretary to the Health Insurance Fund of Australia Limited.
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Financial Statements (Source: BRK’s annual report and half yearly report)
Income Statement
Income Statement (A$)
Royalty Revenue
Production expense
Gross Profit
Interest revenue
Govt grant and subsidies
Gain on sale of asset
FV gain on equity investment
Other income
Other expenses
Director and employee related expenses
Consultants’ fees
Compliance and registry expenses
Travel expense
Share based payment expense
Interest on financing
Promotion and communication cost
Amortisation expense
Fair value gain/(loss) on financial assets
Loss on disposal of assets
Write down of receivables
Gain/(loss) on FX movements
Profit/(loss) before income tax expense
Income tax expense
Net profit/(loss) for the year
Basic and Diluted earnings/(loss) per share

FY2019
31-Dec-19
2,187,313
(459,427)
1,727,886

FY2020
31-Dec-20
365,881
(158,939)
206,942

1H FY2021
30-Jun-21
440,295
(108,621)
331,674

102

514

1,743
165,888

1,076,763

0
82,500
550,298

0

191,266

(228,941)
(260,000)
(19,535)
(257,343)

(544,167)
(803,825)
(58,509)
(221,944)

(52,800)
(602,160)

(197,391)
(681,052)

(353,255)
(97,500)
0
0
(15,714)
917,503

(91,298)
45,000
(321,359)
(455,062)
494,313
(2,436,572)

(243,667)
(370,858)
(94,656)
(212,211)
(60,917)
(1,687,000)
(271,011)
(100,241)
(212,150)
0
0
0
0
(2,120,608)

0
917,503

0
(2,436,572)

0
(2,120,608)

0.09

(0.22)

(0.10)
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Balance Sheet
Balance Sheet (A$)

FY2019
31-Dec-19

FY2020
31-Dec-20

1H FY2021
30-Jun-21

1,056,179
466,684
1,522,863

1,302,364
51,825
1,354,189

8,597,506
90,967
8,688,473

Non-current Assets
Other assets
PPE
Exploration and evaluation assets
Production assets
Financial assets
Total Non-current Assets

1,336,964
0
10,832,623
575,962
52,500
12,798,049

0
19,482
10,928,991
774,014
97,500
11,819,987

0
605
14,284,066
3,263,362
180,000
17,728,033

Total Assets

14,320,912

13,174,176

26,416,506

47,617
5,362,785
5,410,402

200,347
5,192,635
5,392,982

1,386,047
3,950,165
5,336,212

0
0
0

166,191
64,918
231,109

144,719
66,504
211,223

5,410,402
8,910,510

5,624,091
7,550,085

5,547,435
20,869,071

225,407,357
3,803,585
(220,300,432)
8,910,510

227,091,611
282,633
(219,824,159)
7,550,085

240,084,215
2,729,623
(221,944,767)
20,869,071

Current Assets
Cash and CE
Trade and other receivables
Total Current Assets

Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables
Borrowings
Total Current Liabilities
Non-current Liabilities
Borrowings
Provisions
Total Non-current Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Equity
Issued Capital
Reserves
Accumulated losses
Total Equity
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Cashflow Statement
Cashflow Statement (A$)

FY2019
31-Dec-19

FY2020
31-Dec-20

1H FY2021
30-Jun-21

1,735,348
(1,244,252)
93
491,189

557,147
(1,569,740)
514
(1,012,079)

951,451
(756,476)
1,743
196,718

3,072,518

343,286

0
(1,927,127)
(1,381,027)
(512,460)
(748,096)

(239,447)
(567,390)
(329,467)
0
(793,018)

0
812,263
(3,096,771)
0
(85,581)
0
(2,370,089)

Cash flows from Financing activities
Proceeds from issuance of shares
Proceeds from issuance of options
Payments of share issuance
Payments of option issuance
Cash from obtaining control of subsidiaries
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Net cash from Financing activities

0
9,981
0
0
0
200,000
(100,000)
109,981

1,387,500
300,000
(77,137)
(32,461)
372,347
166,191
0
2,116,440

8,250,000
2,958,104
(495,000)
0
0
144,719
(1,365,000)
9,492,823

Net increase/(decrease) in Cash and CE
Beginning Cash
Effects of FX
Ending Cash

(146,926)
1,193,306
9,799
1,056,179

311,343
1,056,179
(65,158)
1,302,364

7,319,452
1,302,364
(24,310)
8,597,506

Cash flows used in Operating activities
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers and employees
Interest received
Net cash from Operating activities
Cash flows from Investing activities
Proceeds from disposal of assets
Proceeds from exploration project participant
Payments for exploration activities
Payments for leasehold acquisitions
Payments for production assets
Payments for assets
Net cash used in Investing activities
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Disclosure of Interests:
Brookside Energy Limited currently are, or in the past 12 months have been, a client of Spark Plus Pte Ltd. During this period, Spark Plus Pte Ltd provided
corporate advisory services. In the past 12 months, Spark Plus Pte Ltd have received compensation for corporate advisory services from the Company.
Spark Plus Pte Ltd intends to seek or expects to receive compensation for corporate advisory services from the Company in the next three months.
Spark Plus directors, consultants and advisers currently hold less than 1% of issued shares in Brookside Energy Limited and may buy or sell the shares
from time to time.
Disclaimer (Singapore):
This report has been prepared by Spark Plus Pte Ltd (“Spark Plus”). It is prepared for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, or an offer, to buy
or sell any security or to participate in any trading strategy. It does not purport to be a complete description of the securities, markets or developments
referred to in the material. The information on which the report is based has been obtained from publicly available sources which we believe to be reliable,
but we have not independently verified such information and we do not warrant or guarantee that it is accurate or complete. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice. Third party data providers make no warranty relating to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of their data and shall
have no liability whatsoever for losses that may arise from reliance upon such data. Spark Plus. shall have no liability whatsoever for losses that may arise
from reliance on this report (including, without limitation, such third-party data) its forecasts, statements concerning the future, or opinions expressed. This
report is confidential and for your internal business purposes only.
This report is solely for whom it is addressed and must not be disclosed to or relied upon by any other person for any purpose whatsoever. It is intended for
accredited and institutional investors as defined under Section 4A of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore. Accordingly, for the purposes
of this report, Spark Plus is exempted from complying with Sections 25, 27 and 36 of the Financial Advisers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore, in accordance
with the exemptions set out in Regulations 33, 34 and 35 of the Financial Advisers Regulations. It does not provide individually tailored investment advice
and has been prepared without regard to the individual financial objectives and circumstances of the recipients. You should consider this report as only a
single factor in making any investment decision. Spark Plus and its directors, officers and employees may from time to time have a long or short position, or
other interest, in the securities mentioned and may sell or buy such securities and may trade them in ways different from those discussed or recommended
in this report. Additional information with respect to any securities referred to herein will be available upon request.
Spark Plus Pte Ltd is an exempt financial adviser which is governed by Monetary Authority of Singapore. Recipients of this report in Singapore are to contact
Spark Plus Pte Ltd in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the report.
Disclaimer (Australia):
Spark Plus (Australia) Pty Ltd (ACN 652 660 001) authorized representative (# 001292554) of Alpha Securities Pty Ltd (AFSL No.303575). Spark Plus
(Australia) Pty Ltd has made all efforts to warrant the reliability and accuracy of the views and recommendations articulated in the reports published on its
websites. Spark Plus (Australia) Pty Ltd research is based on the information known to us or which was obtained from various sources which we believed to
be reliable and accurate to the best of its knowledge. Spark Plus (Australia) Pty Ltd provides only general financial information through its website, reports
and newsletters without considering financial needs or investment objectives of any individual user. We strongly advocate that you seek advice, with your
financial planner, advisor or stock broker, the merit of each recommendation before acting on any recommendation for their own specific financial
circumstances and realize that not all investments will be suitable for all subscribers. To the scope permitted by law, Spark Plus (Australia) Pty Ltd excludes
all liability for any loss or damage arising from the use of this website and any information published (including any indirect or consequential loss, any data
loss or data corruption). If the law prohibits this exclusion, Spark Plus (Australia) Pty Ltd hereby limits its liability, to the scope permitted by law to resupply
of the services. The securities and financial products we study and share information on, in our reports, may have a product disclosure statement or other
offer document associated with them. You should obtain a copy of these before making any decision about acquiring any security or product.
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